
Last month, we discussed the Common
VTOC Access Facility, which provides
a means for both system and user pro-

grams to read and update the VTOC and
VTOC index in z/OS systems. This month,
we’ll look beneath CVAF, to an I/O processor
that is even more important—the widely used
but little-known Media Manager.

WHAT IS MEDIA MANAGER?

Not to be confused with the ‘Removable
Media Manager,’ or RMM, IBM’s main-
frame tape management system, or various
other tape managers such as Media Manager
for TSM (Tivoli Storage Manager), the
Media Manager that is part of the DFSMS
component of z/OS is an interface between
access methods such as VSAM and the IOS
component of the system which performs
the actual I/O. Like all I/O drivers, the
Media Manager takes a request for I/O and
creates the necessary channel programs,
pagefixes buffers, translates virtual addresses
to real addresses, and invokes IOS to drive
the I/O (or redrive it in the event of an
error). Thus, a VSAM OPEN request is con-
verted by the VSAM access method code
into a Media Manager ‘connect’ request,
while a CLOSE request is converted to a
‘disconnect.’ Other Media Manager opera-
tions include RDWR (read/write), FMTWR
(format write) and so on.

Until recently, for most types of VSAM
datasets except linear or extended-format
(striped) files, the I/O driver was the VSAM
Block Processor (SVC 121). Beginning with
z/OS 1.3, however, all VSAM requests are
driven through the much more modern inter-
face of the Media Manager. Only programs
which require the use of the Improved Control
Interval (ICI) interface will still use the Block
Processor for access to VSAM datasets.

The Media Manager provides a number of
advantages over the older Block Processor,
such as the ability to take advantage of the
extended addressing provided by the new
ESAME architecture, using 64-bit real stor-
age to back GETMAIN requests needed for
I/O, thus reducing the load on the paging sub-
system. If the file being read and written is on
an IBM Enterprise Storage Server (i.e.,
‘Shark’) device, the Media Manager can take
advantage of special channel commands for
this device, such as ESS Read Track Data,
Write Track Data and Write Full Track. IBM
has issued several Statements of Direction
(SODs) that indicate that most access methods
eventually will rely the on Media Manager; it
seems that Media Manager is the I/O proces-
sor of the future.

In fact, the Media Manager is actually the
I/O processor of both the past and the future.
Its use is not limited to VSAM datasets.
Various components of z/OS have employed
the Media Manager to perform I/O for many
years, although this has always been transpar-
ent to the user. For example, FAMS, the File
Attribute Management System which per-
forms I/O for PDSE datasets, invokes the
Media Manager to perform most of its func-
tions. While user programs may invoke
BPAM, BSAM, or QSAM to read and write
PDSEs, these requests are translated into
Media Manager calls. The various CVAF
macros (discussed in last month’s column),
used to access the VTOC and VTOC index are
also translated by the CVAF modules into
Media Manager calls. Similarly, an operating
system component called the VVDS Manager,
which is used when the system must access or
update records in the VVDS, also invokes
Media Manager functions to perform its serv-
ices. Functions such as DIV (data-in-virtual)
and Hiperbatch, which perform ‘windowing’
services to randomly access records in VSAM

linear datasets, also rely on the Media
Manager. IMS uses the Media Manager for
some of its functions as well. Probably the
system which makes the most visible use of
Media Manager, though, is DB2. All I/O to
DB2 tablespaces, indexspaces and other lin-
ear datasets is always performed through the
Media Manager. Even vendor utilities which
perform fast reloads or reorganizations of
DB2 files do so through the services of the
Media Manager.

One might think that such a widely used
and highly visible interface would be well
documented for users. However, the direct
interfaces to the Media Manager disappeared
from view when the function went OCO
(Object Code Only) with the introduction of
DFSMS version 1.1 back in 1994. Since the
Media Manager is not really an access
method itself, but merely an interface
between the access method and the IOS com-
ponent of the operating system, there is usu-
ally no need for user programs to invoke it
directly. Nevertheless, it is possible to get a
general idea of what the interface to the
Media Manager looks like.

Like most of the other subsystems within
z/OS, Media Manager load modules are iden-
tified by a prefix, in this case ‘ICY’. The
MMCALL function is used to pass control to
the Media Manager to perform I/O, with the
MMIB (Media Manager Interface Block)
being the anchor for most other control blocks
and data of interest. For VSAM datasets, the
MMIB is pointed to by the AMB for either the
data or index component, the AMB itself
being pointed to by a cluster-level control
block called the AMBL. Pointers in the MMIB
allow the system to find the other necessary
VSAM control blocks such as the EDB
(Extent Descriptor Block) and the LPMB
(Logical-to-Physical Mapping Block). The
particular control intervals to be read or writ-
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ten and the RBA values to be used are located in other Media
Manager control blocks pointed to by the MMIB, such as the MMPB
(Media Manager Process Block) and the MMREs (Media Manager
Request Element).

Media Manager control blocks are continuously maintained in virtual
storage on the system doing the Media Manager I/O. Indeed, it is actually
possible to perform an ALTER REMOVEVOLUMES to remove the
VVDS on a volume on one system, while another system continues to
access and update the VVDS through the use of its in-storage Media
Manager control blocks. APAR OY21359 describes this behavior, and
notes that it is the user’s responsibility to make sure a VVDS is not in
use before it is deleted.

Successful operation of a DB2 system depends heavily upon the
Media Manager, and as the Media Manager is gradually extended to
take over more and more of the I/O operations of the entire system,
Media Manager reliability and the ability to perform debugging and
problem analysis become important. Fortunately, Media Manager
processing has proved relatively reliable in comparison to some other
I/O processors in the past. In the event of an error in Media Manager
processing, the system will usually produce a summary dump, and
possibly an SVC dump. A short chapter in the DFSMSdfp Diagnosis
Reference, GY27-7618, provides a description of what might be seen
in the dump as well as the various return and reason codes which can
be found in the MMPRETCD field of the MMPB control block. In
z/OS version 1.3, additional diagnostics were added in the form of the
ICYTRACE facility, which writes logical and physical I/O errors

encountered during Media Manager calls to the system LOGREC
datasets for later analysis. Unfortunately, because of the OCO nature
of the Media Manager, anything more than elementary dump analysis
usually involves a call to IBM technical support.

CONCLUSION

As large-scale enterprise systems continue to evolve, many of the
aspects of the system operation become automated and farther and farther
removed from the administrator’s ability to inspect, tune and analyze.
This is often a good thing, since it limits the complexity with which the
administrator must deal and allows him or her to act on more pressing
issues. When problems arise, however (as they invariably do), an
understanding of what the system is doing ‘under the covers’ can be
important in solving the difficulty as quickly as possible to help keep
the system and the corporation ‘on line.’
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